HEALING MOTHER EARTH’S SACRED SITES WITH THE MEDICINE WHEEL

HOW LIFE FORCE ENERGY WORKS

Bennie “Blue Thunder” LeBeau – eastern shoshone aka rainbow thunder heart (bavado tatun corazon)
My name is Blue Thunder. I am an Eastern Shoshone Wisdom Keeper of the ancient Earth knowledge and wisdom of Nature’s laws. I am from the Wind River Indian Reservation in Wyoming, born on the homelands of my people located in the Wind River valleys. I teach people how to heal the Earth’s sacred sites with the medicine wheel.
Sacred sites are charging stations, charging the Earth with electrical current. Two energies are spinning there, one spins left, one spins right. The energy that gives power to these is in the center, the creator energy, where the vortex spins. That's what creates power to make things happen. Whatever you put into the spinning energy, the thought, prayer, intention or word, comes into being.

This very powerful sacred site is located within the Grand Teton National Park in Wyoming. The Shoshone Tribe’s and other Tribes’ spiritual leaders have for time immemorial taught us that when we come to visit with the Grandmothers, known as the peaks of the Grand Tetons, anything we say there will manifest and birth into existence.
Our elders tell us as children to only speak the most beautiful words in a most sacred way for great health, love, honor, trust, respect, and integrity for Nature’s benefit in all of our emotions, thoughts, actions and words. They tell us that what we say we can make happen. Whether they are positive or negative, words spoken create what we say. We are told to only speak the sacred words of love for the betterment of all things and only that.

It was not long ago when the people had a lot of power. The medicine people knew how to shape-shift the elements, to turn something that wasn’t into something that would be. When they went up high they looked down, waved their outstretched hand over the land below and said, “More rivers.”

The power was strong and more rivers formed. So they waved their outstretched hand again and more trees, more food, more of whatever was needed formed. We gathered freely because it was always there, because we created it out of something that wasn’t into something that would become. Because of our power to shape-shift the elements for the benefit of everyone, equally, we were always in peace and harmony. We never needed anything because Nature gave it to us freely. All the power places, sacred sites, hold this power to create—mountains, waterfalls, beaches, rivers, lakes, snow, rain, springs.

*Ti’swaq* – Mt. Rainier, Washington State, USA
Grand Teton Medicine Wheel

This is a medicine wheel, the Grand Teton Medicine Wheel, activated on May 8, 2004. In the middle are the Grand Teton mountains where the electromagnetic power is very strong. This sacred site charges, gives power to nineteen places similar to a battery charger, charging the Earth with electrical current through electromagnetic energy lines, called ley lines, known as spirit lines, song lines, communication lines, Grandmother Spider’s Web, the Web of Life. They are like extension cords of energy.
In 2004, the Yellowstone super volcano was preparing to explode. The geysers closed, steam was trapped under the Earth. Beneath the water an eleven story caldera was bubbling up. Scientists were saying that if it exploded, a circle 600 to 1200 miles across would have been blown out of the Earth. A nuclear winter would have come to the whole Earth.

The spirits and the ancestors came to me, showing many dreams and visions with instructions in the dreams of how the medicine wheel ceremony works. A message came from my ancestors in dream time explaining the petroglyph drawing on a rock art panel located in New Mexico that taught how the medicine wheel ceremony would work to heal the Yellowstone super volcano's seismic energy that was out of balance due to humanity's thoughts, words, emotions and actions. Ceremonies on nineteen points of sacred sites with alternating positive and negative energy vortexes on all the nineteen sacred sites and in the center would heal the volcano's explosive energy.

On May 8 and 9, 2004, people gathered on the nineteen sacred sites and in the middle. Thousands of people came to the aid of Mother Earth from around the world, flew in, all cultures and nations came together to bless Mother Earth. For two days people put prayers and thoughts on the nineteen sacred sites and in the middle, vibrated with drumming, singing, and dancing, giving love to all the elements - earth, wind, fire, water and ether. The caldera went down. The Yellowstone super volcano was healed.
Big Bear Medicine Wheel

In 2004 I was called to Big Bear, California. They were in a historic drought. The rivers had dried up. The springs had dried up. The lake was fifteen feet low. There was no rain. The snows had gone away. I meditated and looked into the history of the area in Big Bear and the rest of the Medicine Wheel area that was 210 miles across. The electromagnetic energy lines, the ley lines, that charge the Earth with energy, had been cut by mining and development. Tunnels had been cut in the Earth. The Mission Indians, the Tribe in the area, had been killed by genocide. Dynamite and heavy equipment with bad sounds and vibrations had de-harmonized the Earth. This is why the water had left.

In November, 2004 we activated the Big Bear Medicine Wheel with eight points on sacred sites and one in the middle, a sacred geometric eight-pointed star. All cultures and nations came together and vibrated nine sacred sites, sending thoughts and prayers out through our singing, dancing and drumming, sending electromagnetic energy through the ley lines or spirit lines, known as song lines, the communication lines of the Earth. Whatever is said there, Nature shifts and it comes into being. The area was healed. After the ceremony, two feet of snow fell, the rain and snow came back, the springs ran, the rivers began to flow. The fish and the birds and the animals came back. The lake filled with water. Wells began to artesian.
Stone Mountain Medicine Wheel
On May 17-18, 2008, we activated the Stone Mountain Medicine Wheel, an eight-pointed star. Five states on the east coast were having a historic drought: Tennessee, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Alabama. The center of the circle was Stone Mountain near Atlanta, Georgia. For two days all cultures and nations vibrated the nine sacred sites simultaneously by singing, drumming and dancing. By March 2009, the water was back, the rains were back, lakes and ponds filled up and springs activated. The drought was healed.

Pacific Northwest Medicine Wheel
In September of 2010, in a vision, Chief Seattle, known as Sealth, and Sacajawea, my great-grandmother four generations back, came as spirit beings and asked us to do a Pacific Northwest Medicine Wheel centered in Olympia, Washington. They wanted us to clear the tears of the past so all people could live together in peace.
To find the sacred sites for the medicine wheel, we measured the distance from Olympia to Mt. Rainier and with a compass, drew a circle on a map that distance, 100 miles out. Then we placed the sacred geometric pattern of the eight-pointed star on the map and looked for sacred sites. They are always the same distance apart. We found Mt. Rainier, Snoqualmie Falls, Point No Point, Mt. Olympus, Quinault, Nemah, the Columbia River at Cathlamet and Mt. St. Helens, with Olympia as the center.

We went on a pilgrimage for four days to do ceremonies on each sacred site and gathered nine rocks at each site. Ambassadors volunteered to lead the ceremonies at each point, using the nine rocks from each of the sacred sites as their medicine wheel stones.

Hundreds of people from all cultures, traditions and nations gathered at the eight points and in the middle for five days and four nights, over the spring equinox, March 17-21, 2011, singing, dancing and drumming. The people on the eight sacred sites were sending thoughts and prayers in and we were in the center sending thoughts and prayers out through the energy ley lines, the communication lines. The sounds, tones and vibrations were telling Nature to shape-shift to the sacred songs, chants and decrees. We said, “So be it, it is.”

A sacred fire enhanced the electrical energy in the medicine wheel to be stronger. Crystals in the eight-pointed star medicine wheel, four selenite towers that vacuum old, negative energy out of the wheel’s area, and four quartz crystals that charge the ley lines and the sacred sites with energy, enhanced the natural spinning energies of the sacred sites. Two vortex energies are spinning, one spinning left and one spinning right.

We had looked into the history of each sacred site to see what had happened there so we knew what needed to be cleaned and cleared from the area, old patterns, thoughts, words, emotions, and actions that had been imprinted there and keep replaying over and over. After it was cleared, we put thoughts and prayers for the betterment of all creation on tobacco, sage and cedar, then dropped them in the fire and in the medicine wheel. We said, “So be it, it is.”

In the eight-pointed star, the eight crystals represent the eight sacred sites. Quartz crystals in the east, south, west, and north are masculine and spin clockwise. Selenite tower crystals in the northeast, northwest, southwest and southeast are feminine and spin counter-clockwise. Two vortex energies spin, one spins left and one spins right. The quartz in the middle is the creator energy. The nine rocks gathered on the pilgrimage from the sacred sites encircling the crystal circle link the center to each sacred site through the ley lines, the Web of Life.

Every solstice and equinox, the people of the Pacific Northwest Medicine Wheel continue to retune and recalibrate and bless the area with medicine wheel ceremonies, bringing the peace that Chief Seattle and Sacajawea were seeking.
Grand Teotihuacan Medicine Wheel

As the December 21, 2012 galactic alignment bringing in the New Earth approached, we activated the Grand Teotihuacan Medicine Wheel fall equinox and winter solstice of 2011 to heal the Emerald Grids running between pyramids and temples in Central America.

Just prior to the ceremony, a crop circle in England that looked like the petroglyph rock art appeared, so we used that sacred form for the medicine wheel.
I had received dreams and visions of a 4,000 mile medicine wheel to unite the Eagle and Condor Nations of North, Central and South America. To be able to do this, first we had to heal the volcanoes in Costa Rica which we did with a medicine wheel centered in San Jose, Costa Rica, in July of 2011.

Summer solstice of 2012 we activated the 4,000 Mile Eagle and Condor Nations United Medicine Wheel.
The Web of Life

The Earth is put together in circles within circles, in sacred geometry. The sacred sites charge the Earth with electromagnetic energy and keep the current flowing, like nerves create electromagnetic current in our bodies. They carry electromagnetic current to the body of the Earth, through the Web of Life, charging all of us, humans, animals, plants, soils, with energy for life. The energy in the ground is negative charge and when we are walking on it, the current is going up our feet to our heart. Positive charge energy is coming down from the air, Father Sky, to our heart - two energies, negative and positive, meeting to make electromagnetic energy. The heartbeat goes ga-dunk, ga-dunk, ga-dunk, giving us life.

Sacred sites are all over the Earth, a giant web of energy, Grandmother Spider’s Web, the Web of Life. Huge energy grids circle the planet, circulating energy such as the Rainbow Serpent ley line (female) and the Plumed Serpent ley line (male). Two spinning energies charge the Earth’s chakras, sacred sites. They spiral like kundalini does in humans, charging the Earth’s chakras, sacred sites.
the planet: Giza and other pyramids in Egypt; Carnac in France; pyramids and stone circles in Central and South America; Stonehenge, Avebury and Glastonbury in England; rock chambers and mounds in the northeast and Mississippi Valley of the United States; and many others. On these sacred sites the ancient people charged their sacred sites with energy and kept them always charged full of energy. They did their rituals and ceremonies, put their stones, alignments and sacred geometric patterns on the sacred sites and sealed them to be highly charged with electrical current, power and energy. Wherever they put a thought, that thought came into being and went into the environment. The Web of Life was strong - it was working, and whatever they did there came to be, for the betterment of everything in creation.

At one time, people all around the planet worked to charge the Earth with a blanket of energy known as the Web of Life.

Today, if the Web is not healed and repaired and charged full of enough energy for the electrical waves to get through, they can only get so far. We need to clean and clear and reconnect the Web of Life and get it set back in motion. Whoever is doing those kinds of things now keeps it clear and clean and charged full of energy and a high vibration of love because love is to be everywhere now. In order to get there, we are told to practice it, repair the Web, heal the Web, bless the Web, reconnect and restructure it, rebuild it. And that is what we are doing with the circle ceremonies known as medicine wheel ceremonies.

How can we have peace in Afghanistan or the Middle East or anywhere on the Earth if we do not remember this missing link: clear the environment first of old patterns and old programs, thoughts and emotions, imprinted there and replaying. And clear our minds, our hearts and our spirits of old programs, clear the energy within ourselves. Then charge the environment and ourselves with peace, love, joy, harmony and abundance.

We are the ones we have been waiting for, today’s stewards who would choose to bring peace, love and harmony to the planet with every thought, word, emotion and action. We can re-harmonize the Earth, re-tune the Web of Life, and recalibrate the grids to make the Earth beautiful.

You are invited. Join with all nations, cultures and traditions in our Global Medicine Wheel Ceremonies every equinox and solstice. See our website for details on Medicine Wheel Ceremonies and other ceremonies, presentations and events.

www.earthwisdomfoundation.net
Smudging to clean away other people’s thoughts, emotions, words, and actions using white sage or cedar smudges

Clear the sage, bless the sage, thank the sage, ask the sage to help you. It is not sacred sage until you bless it, thank it, honor it, give it love - then it is sacred. Clear the cedar or sage by spinning your right hand counter-clockwise over it creating a vacuum to clean out negative thoughts or emotions. Pull the energy out with your left hand moving it across your body, across your heart, down your right arm and throw it up to the sun to purify it back to particles of light. Spin your right hand clockwise over it to charge it with energy. Bless it to be pure. Say, “So be it, it is.” Light the sage or cedar and with a counter-clockwise spin, spread the smoke over the area of your ceremony, the people, the fire, the wood, the medicine wheel, your drums, the food, clearing and cleansing away any old patterns, thoughts or emotions before you start the ceremony.

Blessing with loose sage or cedar

Energy flows in your left hand, up through your heart, and out your right hand. Receive the loose cedar or sage with your left hand. Hold it between your two hands, the left hand is negative energy, the right hand is positive energy, held together they make electricity. Put your intention, your prayer, in the cedar or sage, charge it with your heart energy, bless it, say, “So be it, it is.” Then with your right hand, drop the cedar or sage holding your intention and your prayer into the fire or the center of the medicine wheel, or into a river, a lake, or the ocean.

Clearing and charging your food

Spinning your hand counter-clockwise can create an energy vortex to vacuum other peoples’ thoughts and emotions out of your food. Spin your right hand counter-clockwise over your food to clear it, then pull the energy back toward your body and across your heart, then throw it up to the sun to be transmuted, zeroed out. Then spin your right hand clockwise over the food to charge it with energy. Bless it to be pure and say, “So be it, it is.” Bounce your hand over the food before and after to feel the rise in energy, the power.
The fire charges the medicine wheel with energy.

When we light the fire, smoke rises, spiraling in both directions, counter-clockwise and clockwise. The fire is spinning, making energy, making an electrical current. The fire is charging through the energy line, the spirit line, to the medicine wheel, the crystals, charging them with power. It is important to keep the fire burning strongly to give more power, as it spins, making the power needed to bless all things.

Charging yourself with energy from the sun, like a solar panel

Face the sun, hold your hands up toward the sun to receive the energy. Feel the energy of the sun coming into your heart. Feel the energy of the Earth coming up through your feet, your legs, through your chakras into your heart. Feel the energy fill your heart, charge your heart.

Cleaning and charging with crystals

In the eight-pointed star, the eight crystals represent the eight sacred sites. Selenite crystal towers in the northeast, northwest, southwest and southeast are feminine and spin counter-clockwise. They vacuum negative energy out of the area. Quartz crystals in the east, south, west, and north are masculine and spin clockwise. They charge the ley lines and the sacred sites with energy. Two vortex energies are spinning, one spinning left and one spinning right.
Dr. Masaru Emoto, in his children's book, *The Message from Water*, shows how words of thanks can turn damaged water into a beautiful crystal.

**Communicating our feelings to water**

What will happen if we communicated our feelings to water by praying and saying words of thanks to it? This is an experiment done at Fujiwara Dam in Gunma Prefecture of Japan. In ancient Japan, it was believed that words had spirits.

The water crystal photograph before the experiment looks scary. We prayed by the lake for about one hour. The water became clearer right before our eyes! This is the photograph taken after the prayer. Can you feel the anticipation that something wonderful will happen when our feelings of love and gratitude harmonize with water?
Earth Wisdom Foundation mission statement:

We are dedicated to returning cleanliness and health to the Earth's soil, wind-oxygen, waters, and the life forces of all creation through vibrational healing and the sharing of ancient ceremonies and wisdom, working with the Elders of many Tribes and Nations, all cultures sharing their prophecies of Mother Earth, interpreting their understanding of sacred geometry, grid lines, ley lines and song lines, bringing this wisdom into common understanding and application. We share the powerful wisdom about the energy, the power that transmutes the environment, bringing healing for Mother Earth.

We are reintroducing the sacred geometric science of the Web of Life — Grandmother Spider's Web — the Flower of Life, and how it works upon Mother Earth's sacred sites in today's societies. Our sacred prayer and hope is that as we reconnect to Mother Earth, we heal our families and relationships around the world for a better future for all generations to come for we are all connected within the Web of Life.

Together we can bring about a healthy planet promoting peace. Our intentions, in decrees, in our spoken word, represent our prayers from our hearts, giving love in thankfulness for all that has been created, honoring and truly loving Mother Earth and each other. Our hopes, dreams and intentions are in our decrees known as prayers for all of us to reconnect to Mother Earth, for the betterment of all.

Join us in relearning how to live in healthy harmony in alignment with our precious Mother Earth and each other.

www.earthwisdomfoundation.net
P.O. Box 13273
Olympia, Washington 98508
(360)515-8020

Blue Thunder, aka Bennie E. LeBeau, now known as Rainbow Thunder Heart, (Bavado Tatun Corazon), a Peace Keeper from the Eastern Shoshone Nation, a Rainbow Warrior for Peace and Harmony, Mother Nature's Guardian, brother to the Nations who ride the waves of hope, peace and harmony, to enlighten the gift of life bestowed upon each and every one who wishes to walk the pathways of freedom.

In dreams and visions he was guided to go to the rock art valleys, canyon lands, meadows and mountains to learn from the petroglyphs. There he was shown by the spiritual wisdom keepers in the petroglyphs how the medicine wheels work through instructions of how to clean, clear and bless old traumatic energy congested in the environment and charge it with peace, love, joy and harmony through techniques for healing.

Since 1987 he has been on a sacred journey that healed the Yellowstone Super Volcano in May of 2004, healed droughts, calmed volcanoes and helped to avert prophesied earthquakes and disasters prior to December 21, 2012. He called out to people of all nations, traditions and cultures to join him in medicine wheel ceremonies of singing, dancing and drumming on sacred sites. Many hundreds came to help heal Mother Earth. He has led medicine wheel ceremonies throughout North and Central America and will be traveling to Europe, South Africa and all around the planet to share teachings and lead medicine wheel ceremonies to bring in the New Earth.